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We use a recently developed method to obtam tght bounds on multipole dispersion coefficients for the interaction of 
helmm atoms. 

1. Introduction 

The first method [l] to construct bounds on dis- 
perslon coefficients was reported independently by 
Langhoff and Karplus [1,2] and Gordon [3]. The 
fact that the ongmal methods of Langhoff et al. [4] 
only involve even oscdlator-strength sum rules was con- 
sldered to be an advantage smce even dipole osctiator- 
strength sum rules can be obtained from refraction 
data [s] . However higher-order multipole sum rules 
are not readily avadable from expenment and thus the 
success of these methods is essentially limited to the 
evaluation of bounds on dipole-dipole dispersion co- 
efficlents. In general the higher-order multipole sum 
rules must be obtained from theoretIcal calculations, 
which however yield both even and odd oscfflator- 
strength sum rules [6-91. 

An elegant method to construct bounds on disper- 
slon coefficients, usmg both even and odd sum rules 
has been developed by Alexander [lo]. However, the 
bounds provided by this method are not optimal. Fur- 
ther Langhoff obtamed bounds on dynanuc polariza- 
b&ties [ 111 and hence on dispersion coefficients [ 121 
using the oscdlator-strengthsum rules S(Z), S(l), S(O), 
S(-1), S(-2), together wth the lowest resonance fre- 
quency ul_ In two recent articles [13,14] we mtro- 
duced a new method to obtm bounds on dispersion 
coefficients whch uses both even and odd oscillator- 
strength sum rules m an optimal and general way. in 
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the present letter we apply this method to the calcda- 
tion of bounds on dispersion coefficients for the inter- 
action of helium atoms. The method proves to be es- 
peclally efficient for the evaluation of bounds on 
higher-order multlpole dispersion coefficients. 

2. Theory 

The dispersion interaction between closed-shell 
atoms can be represented as 

U(R) = - nF3 C&22n . 

The coefficients Czn, n = 3,4,5, .__ can be written as 

C2n = c CAB(Ll~12)Gll+lzfl,n - 
11.22=1 

The lsperslon coefficients CAB (Il. 12), which repre- 
sent the contnbution to the dispersion force due to a 
2” -pole on atom A with a 2’2-pole on B, can be ex- 
pressed in terms of an integral over imaginary frequeu- 
ties of the dynamic polarizabihties of the interacting 
atoms [15] : 

c,e,, 4) = w1 + U,)!/4(~,Y(2C3)!1 
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The perturbation expressron for the frequenc~depen- 
dent potanzabrhty can be expressed as 

(3) 

Except for a few very srmple systems (the heroic 
oscrhator, the hydrogen atom) the dynamrc poianzabil- 
ity cannot be calculated exactly. However, the oscrlla- 
tor strengths f,, (0 and e‘tcrtatron frequencres w, satisfy 
sum rules defined as 

k=--2,-l,O, l,.. , (4) 

wmch are more resdrly av~lable, from explement or 
theoretical calculattons, than the dynarmc polanzabrhty 
Itself. 

Langhoff et al. [4] proved that it IS possible to con- 
struct an approxrmate poIanzabihty 

which IS an upper or lower bound to the exact dynam- 
IC polarrzabu’ty at ‘magmary frequencies, by havmg 
thz effect’ve oscdlator strengths& and excrtat’on fre- 
quencies GJ satrsfy a sequence of 2~r even osctiator- 
strength sum rules- Substitutmg these bounded dynam- 
rc polarrzabrht’es (5) in the Casrmir-PoIder express’on 
(2) duectly leads to bounded d’spersron eoefficrents. 

Recently we [ 131 showed that an approxrmate drs- 
pers’on coefficrent 

1s a Iower bound to the exact dnpersron coeffic’ent 
CAB (fr, 12) rf the approxrmate distnbutrons dq(=) 

satisfy sequences of 2tz sum rules 
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(7) 

S&k) = i d$+)u-” = i difl (u)u-k , 
0 0 

k=q,q+l,..,q+L?n-1, 

with 

4 = -2,O, 2,3,4, **_, rz = I, 2,3,4, _*., 

4 =-1, “=I. 

For the remaining 4 and n values 

4” 1, n = 2,2.3,4, ..f ) 

q =-I, n = X,3,4, .._ , CIO) 

the appro.~mate drspersron ~oef~c~ent CAB (Zr , 12) 
given by (6) wrh be an upper bound for the exact co- 
efticrent. An xmport~t dxstinctron wrth the work of 
ianghoff et al. f4] IS that the approxrmate dynamic 
poIanzabrhties 

a($) = f d;;[;(zi)/(zz2 + g2) 
o 

(11) 

are neither upper, nor lower bounds to the exact dy- 
namrc polanzabrlity. 

it IS possrble to express the bounded drspersron co- 
efficients (6) d’rectly m terms of the sum ruIesZ+(-k), 
k=q,q+I,....q+2n-Ias[14] 

2’,,($1>) = f(2Z, + 2C$!/4(2CI)!(212)‘] 

X {[(Ni’“‘lU!~,)‘-qN<’ @ (N~lM~,)-PNI,’ 
1 

(12) 

+ CNi;'Ri7~, )-qN;1 QD (Ni;‘M~~)l-pN~‘]-l)ll 

The matrices M and N occurnng m (12) are defined m 
terms of the sum rufes as 

dfE,=S(-r-j-q+2), lV,=S(-r-j-q+l). 

3. Results 

In this letter we obtarn bounds on the dipole-dipole, 
~pole-quadrupole, q~drupo~e-quadrupole and di- 
pole-octupole dispersron coefficients for the interac- 
tron of hehum atoms. The necessary dipole, quadru- 
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Table 1 
Oscflator-strength sum rules for the hehum atom 

Luyckx et al [ 161 Langhoff et al_ [7] Ghan and Dalgamo [S] D-0 191 

dipole os&tor 

quadrupole oscdlator 

octupole oscillator 

S, (0) 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000 
S,(-1) 1.5048 1.5050 1.5047 
SI C-2) 1.3786 1.3816 1.3786 
St (-3) 1.4031 1.4136 1.4032 
s, (-4) 1.5 196 1.5413 1.5197 

s, (0) 4.7733 4.776 
S*(-1) 3.1645 3.150 
s2 (-2) 2.4303 2.436 
S*(-3) 2.0452 2.070 
sz (-4) 1.8303 2.868 

s3 (0) 23.812 
S3(-1) 14 932 
S,(--2) 10.479 
s3 (-3) 7.9526 
S3(-4 6.3954 

pole and octupole sum rules can be obtamed using a 
variatlonal method [ 161. In table 1 we give numerical 
values for the sequence of sum rules 

S&-k) , k=O, 1,2,3,4, 1=1,2,3, 03) 

evaluated wth a properly correlated 20-parameter 
Hylleraas wavefunctlon [17] for the descrlptlon of the 
ground state of the helium atom and cornpar them 
urlth accurate theoretical values for oscillator-strength 
sum rules [6-g]. The sequence of sum rules presented 

x [(Nc~M~, N<~CZI ~r,l 

+N~‘c@M&)-‘I~~, (141 

and the upper bound Q = 1, n = 1,2 for which the spe- 
cific matrix expression reads 

C~([I, 12)= WI+ ~#W~)!C&)!] 

IS sufficient to evaluate the lower bounds 4 = 0, n = 1,2 
for which the general matnv expression (12) reduces x [(N~;~B MC1 + M$ o NG’)-‘1 11 _ 0% 

to in table 2 we give numerical values for bounds on dis- 

Table 2 
Dlsper . on coefficients for the tnteractton of hehum atoms 

D-D a) D-Q Q-Q D-O 

thy work b) 1.45-1.46 6.99-7.05 63.5-63.9 58.9-59.3 
thus work c) 1.45-1.46 6.98-7.03 63.0-63.6 
this work d) 1.45-1.46 - - - 
Langhoff e) 1.43-1.49 - 
Tang et aL 1191 1.46-l-48 6.91-7.11 61.6-64.4 45.4-6.16 
previous work [ 181 1.4579 7.034 63.82 59.31 

a) D - dipole, Q: quadrupole. 0: octupole. 
b) The fust value the lower bound, the second the upper bound obtamed using the sum rules of ref. [ 161. 
c) Dipole sum rules of ref. [S] and quadrupole sum rules of ref. [9] have been used. 
d) Dipole sum rules of ref. [7] have been used. 
e) The lower bound of Langhoff 1121 using the sequence of sum rulesS(2),S(l), S(O), S(-1) is included asq = -2.12 = 2 i~eq. 

(12) of this work. 
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persion coeffk~ents, obtamed usmg the sequences of 
sum r&es S(O), S(1). . St--4) presented m table f . 
For the dipole-dipole mteractzon three different se- 
quences of sum tuies [7,8,17] have been used. For the 
dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole coef- 
kxnts two sets of sum rules were avlulabie [9,X7]. 
For the octupofe sum rules of heltum only one accurate 
cakxdatron f t 7f seems ro be av&ab$e m hterature. 

The present method feads to I%. __ _,A bounds on 
dispersion coefficients for the mteractron of hehum 
atoms which are only sbghtiy dependent on the spec&c 
methods used to cakuiate the requrred sum rules, pro- 
Wed that an accurate correlated ground-state wave- 
functron was used zn the caiculat~on. In addrtxon the 
present bounds x2 m dose agreement with accurate 
theoretzcaf cakulat1on.s f 1 S] _ For the sake of campan- 
son we have also included bounds obtamed by 
Langhoff [ 121 and Tang [ 19 1. 
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